Notes
Dominic Razlaff (aka DR) returns to CerebralAudio with a new release: This
Way.
Dominic’s minimal approach to drone music makes for excellent listening any
time: driving, or studying, working or meditating.
This Way is a statement about music, and particularly drone works. He is
sticking close to the original Brian Eno inspired concept of drone works: they
should be minimal in terms of structure and movement. They have the capacity
to both be listened to and ignored at the same time. Ambient music by it’s very
nature, is an audio experience that enhances the environment.
While many ambient artists have broken from the original concept of ambient
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music (some very successfully, some not very successfully) Dominic has decided
to show use the way with This Way.

Biography

Dominic Razlaff (aka DR), born 1982 is an ambient musician from Braunschweig,
Germany. Interested in making music since 2007. In the year 2009 he bought his
first synthesizer (Novation Xio), that has changed a lot. From this day DR was
more interested in sounddesign and it has moved more and more towards ambient
music. Currently he produce the most tracks with classic subtractive synthesis
and record it on a Fostex X-15, later edited with some granular synthesis tools
and field recordings. Uses synthesizers, field recordings, tape loops & franular
synthesis to create melancholy, deep, ambient / drone soundscapes.

Contact
To contact DR, check out his SoundCloud Page and BandCamp Page.

Labels
DR has appeared on Shimmering Moods Records, Assembly Field, and Sgustok
Music in addition to releasing works via his personal SoundCloud and BandCamp
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pages.

Credits
All selections composed, arranged and performed by DR.
All instruments: DR
Cover Art: Public Domain (via Unsplash.com)
Lettering / Layout: George J. De Bruin
Liner Notes: George J. De Bruin
Biography based on the DR Discogs Biography.
Photo of DR by the artist.

License

This Way by DR is licensed under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.
This Way Liner Notes_ by George De Bruin is licensed under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International
License.
You are free to:
• Share – copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format
• Adapt – remix, transform, and build upon the material
• The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license
terms.
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Under the following terms:
• Attribution – You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the
license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable
manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your
use.
• NonCommercial – You may not use the material for commercial purposes.
• ShareAlike – If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you
must distribute your contributions under the same license as the original.
• No additional restrictions – You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict others from doing anything the license
permits.
Other Usage
Other uses of this work may be negotiated with the artist under the terms of a
CC+ License. Please contact DR or CerebralAudio for inquiries regarding usage
beyond the scope permitted by CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 license.
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